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Properties of Colloids I
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Colloids
Small things, but much bigger than a molecule

Background:
Foundations of Colloid Science Vol I & II, R.J. Hunter
Physical Chemistry, P.W. Atkins, Chapter 10 (electrostatics)
And Chapter 23, Colloids
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Colloidal forces
(Chapter 3 Hamley’s book)

Two colloidal particles
in water.

The key question is:
do they stick together? 

1 micron
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Colloidal forces

A volume force, derived from all interactions 
between the constituting atoms of the colloids

A surface force, derived from the interactions 
between things bound to the surfaces, for example ions or polymers

There are two types of interactions

Add up all interactions 
between the ‘red’ atoms
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Colloidal forces: Hamaker constant
Add up all interactions 
between the ‘red’ atoms

The exact answer depends on the shape and orientation of 
the colloids

In analytical calculations, 
the double sum is replaced by a double volume integral
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vdW interaction: particle with half-body

h

r

R

zDensity of atoms
in half-body: ρ
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vdW interaction
between

two half-bodiesh
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vdW interaction between two 
spheres

h

h<<R
Derjaguin approximation
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Various 
shapes
vdW

interaction

Motto: use a computer
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Hamaker constants

Across air (or vacuum)
Organic materials
4-8 ×10-20 J
Inorganic materials bit
Larger
The effective Hamaker
constant in water is
much smaller

Exercise: why is the spread in the 
Hamaker constant small?
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Medium effect
When the two yellow bodies
approach, solvent is displaced
The net interaction is the sum 
of favourable and unfavourable
contributions: 
- favourable, because 
the two yellow bodies are closer
- unfavourable, because the two
solvent bodies are further apart

Hence, the effective vdW interaction
is reduced
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Effective Hamaker constant
31 2

Like particles always attract

Unlike particles may repel
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How big are the interactions?

The energies are small, but the forces are big!
Van der Waals glue?? You can hang from the ceiling, with one hand...
You  need very close contact over a larger area to make this work! 
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How big are the interactions?

Experiment: bring your hands together, 
is it difficult to pull them apart agin?
NO
According to the theory, when in close contact the hand surfaces
are separated by 0.5 nm , you would need a force of more than 20000 N 
(more than 2000 kg) to pull them apart again (based on baby hand 10 cm2)
Something is wrong?
Yes
What is very wrong, is to assume the average distance
is constant and (very) small...the surfaces are (very) rough 

We are not spiderman!
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Enter the lizard
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How big are the interactions?

Juvenile Tokay Gecko (Gekko gecko)
Photo by: Greg Christenson ©2002
Female Tokay (Gekko gecko) warning call
recorded by: Greg Christenson ©2000 Gekko glue

Spiderman 
weighs 40 grams

Professor Andre Geim and 
colleagues

Synthetic hairs

The trick of the gekko: increase area of close contact
The toos branch off in branched tiny hairs
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How big are the interactions?
On a colloidal scale, we compare the interactions with kT

This is (much) more than the energy stored 
in a covalent bond!
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Surface interactions: electrostatics

Ions are bound to the surface
counter-ions gather around in a diffuse cloud
Co-ions are expelled from the surface region
The surface + cloud is the diffuse double layer
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Intermezzo: ions
Electrostatic interactions between ions in a dielectric medium
(Atkins section10.2)

i j

Poisson equation
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Intermezzo: ions
Electrostatic interactions in salt solution

i j

Each ion is surrounded by a hydration layer: the ions
will not approach closer than this layer

Effect of hydration
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Intermezzo: ions
Electrostatic interactions in salt solution

Co-ions are expelled
Counter-ions are attracted
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Intermezzo:Debije-Hückel theorie ions
(Atkins, justification 10.2)
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Intermezzo: ions effect size of 
sphere

i The ions cannot approach closer
than the hydration layer

In the case of hydrated ions.
the charge is located in the middle of the sphere
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Back to colloids: surface charge

In the usual case, the charges on
a colloidal particle are located on the surface
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Eelectrostatic interaction colloids

Now, we have to calculate the interaction between
each ion bound to the surface, and integrate…
In the general case: not so easy!
Derjaguin-Landau-Verweij-Overbeek
Solve Poisson-Bolztmann equation for potentials, from
potentials calculate free energy…
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Surface of half-body (plate)
Solve Poisson Boltzmann equation directly in 1D

z
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Surface potential and surface charge

z

Capacitor relation

Debije length

Surface charge

κ-1

ψ(z) ψ0

V

D

Exercise: derive DL capacitor
relation from potential profile

Compare with capacitor
in electronic circuit
- +
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Properties electrostatic interactions
The important lessons: 
1. electrostatic interactions in salt solution rapidly die out at 
distances larger than the Debije length
2. The decay is roughly exponential e-r/rD

at physiological conditions, the shielding at 5 nm is e-5 =0.0067
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Shortcomings DL model

In practice, the simple diffuse layer model works reasonably well 
in the solution phase, but it is not so good for the surface region.

- the distribution of surface charges is uneven
on the size scale of the ions themselves
(depends on synthesis)
- the surface ions are hydrated

dS

In the Stern layer model, a region of thickness dS
is excluded from mobile ions
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Charge stabilisation
When two charged colloids approach, the surface bound charges
will repel each other, and hence the colloids will be pushed apart 

The electrostatic interaction needs to
include the diffuse layer
Not so easy!
Derjaguin-Landau-Verweij-Overbeek

plate

sphere

In both cases:
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How big is the repulsion? numerical example
Two plates
Area 104 nm2

Surface charge
1 ion / 100 nm2

Big! (big enough)?

h

When the surface potential is low:
(exercise: derive yourself)

Exercise: calculate repulsion for σ=0.1 e/nm2
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This concludes file ism04


